POLISHING PADS

SUPERSHINE PLUS
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With semi-rigid support, is recommended with the use of “mono brush
machines” to re-polish perfectly and in a short time also very old and
worn out floors, getting results comparable to those obtained with the
professional Floor Care Machines. They leave a mirror and glide polished surface without “ the orange peel effect” which generally leave the
competitors diamond abrasive discs on soft support. They remove deep
scratches and also restore acid, wine, cola or other products stained-floors.

With soft support like “floor pads” is designed for more ordinary use, for glossy
recovery and maintenance in large areas with auto-scrubber. Used with normal
mono brushes, they can also polish old and worn floors, ensuring an optimal result, not comparable to supershine soft but higher than simliar products because
they contain more” diamond”. Supershine soft can be used wet or dry system!

SUPERSHINE SOFT

Is a special sponge disc, that is able to wash and polish with only one step. SpongeLux has special composition which is the ideal solution for standard polishing.

SPONGELUX

SUPERSHINE PLUS
Supershine Plus 4 17”
Supershine Plus 5 17”
Supershine Plus 6 17”

SUPERSHINE SOFT

SUPERSHINE/SPONGELUX

Supershine Soft 1 17”

Supershine / Spongelux 4” (KIT)

Supershine Soft 2 17”

Supershine / Spongelux 6” (KIT)

Supershine Soft 3 17”

Supershine / Spongelux 8” (KIT)

Supershine Soft 4 17”

Supershine / Spongelux 9.5” (KIT)

Supershine Soft 5 17”

Supershine / Spongelux 17” (KIT)

Supershine Soft 6 17”

Spongelux 4”

Supershine Soft 4 “(KIT)

Spongelux 6”

Supershine Soft 6” (KIT)

Spongelux 17”
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The best solution for Concrete, Terrazzo and Natural stones.

▶ Polished concrete, trowelled concrete and concrete overlay (like Utratop or Pandomo) polishing.
▶ Marble, Terrazzo and natural stone restoration and polishing.
Can be used wet on natural stone or dry on concrete and screed. The flexible support and its design allows it
to grind, sand and hone the surface fast leaving a homogeneous finish. Elica is the best solution for semi gloss,
honed and matt finish on trowelled concrete or screed without exposing the aggregate.

Elica 000

Grit: 60 Diameter: 100,200,240,430
Grit: 120 Diameter: 100,200,240,430

Elica 00

Grit: 220 Diameter: 100,200,240,430

Elica 0
Elica 1
Elica 2
Elica 3

Grit: 400 Diameter: 100,200,240,430
Grit: 800 Diameter: 100,200,240,430
Grit: 1500 Diameter: 100,200,240,430

Elica 4

Grit: 3000 Diameter: 100,200,240,430

EPC-55 edge pro-ceramic specifically designed for grinding
and shaping stone and concrete surfaces. The edge pro-ceramic
are aggressive cutters at very high speeds and the hardest
surfaces.

EPC-55100

Size: 5.5inch Grid: 50,100

EPC-7 easy edge ceramic bond edging tool is excellent for
removing deep scratches and for blending in the edges with
rest of the floor. They can be used on any grinder no need for
available speed grinder.

EPC-7100

Size: 7inch

Grid: 50,100 Max: 6700rpm

